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About road safety

On American roads a 9 – 11 each month

RS as a public problem
� individual responsibility of a “road delinquent”.

� the fight against road insecurity = the fight against road
delinquency.

� design of the road system
� new technologies and driver assistance systems.
� design of infrastructures and road networks

link between urban planning and road safety
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Hardy know-how

� From “Black spot” methods
� Development of a know-how

� reinjected into new road layout projects.
�  The techniques available

� Through imitation and evaluation
� Our layout “toolbox”

� 30 km/h zones, green networks…
� Urban boulevards …
� Motorways…

Level of integration of safety into the practices?
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"mediator" in favour of safety

Formally, safety is in the list of objectives
But RS not clearly spatialised and placed in a long-term
view

Behind layout work :
� Building a tramway
� Laying out several kilometres of cycling lanes,
� Requalifying as an urban boulevard,
� Modernising underground networks
� Other arising from demands from the population…

the evidence is unquestionable: if we install cycling
layouts, we improve safety.
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Institutional positioning before the action

In the past, one or two motivated people.

Today, a technician in charge of gathering data,
          rarely in the position to promote action
RS, over a sufficiently large scale (in population)
          and distance from direct operationality.

� Ex : LMCU, DDE, Metro
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Toward conflicts of values, institutions and scales

The “bearer” of RS is confronted with conflicts of
interest, whether latent or explicit.

Aubagne, status of the motorway network
� The city is calling for its reuse as a ring road

(many access)
� The state, long-distance mobility needs



7Aix-en-Provence, conflicts at the crossroads
between automobile mobility and local life



8Grenoble, reduced speed for the fight
against urban sprawl.
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 Paris, some spaces hard to read

Photos
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Practices in the layout of public spaces

How safety is dealt with in local management ?
� analysis of the technical aspects,
� analysis of the various actors’ scenes

The two sides of the analysis are complementary.

Analysis of the design of the Marseille PDU :
Conception of a “reference project” through the

aggregation of "operational projects"
� tramway project
� green network
� 30km/h zones…
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F. Hernandez - the design of the Marseille PDU
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The reference system
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Unspoken rules of urban planning

For these scenarios for protection against automobiles
Major road infrastructures is a necessity

Largest budgets are granted first of all to the
development of new transports systems, but also for
major road infrastructures.

� ring road in Marseille, in the right bank in Aquitaine
� docks in Rennes
� bridge in Montbéliard, in Lorient, in Bordeaux,
� bypass in Annecy, etc

Ignorance of certain specific projects



14Differentiated spaces produced :
An "Island Strategy"
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An "Island Strategy" Strasbourg City Centre
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Two spatial views of safety

� What about safety ?

Models of risk : regulations between subjective risks
and objective risks,

Two types of intervention :
� reducing the objective risk by eliminating the dangers,
� adjusting the subjective risk by in lighting the dangers

Segregation vs Integration
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Some Research issues



18Between territorial risk and network risk,
the cost/benefit of risk

A risk typology :
� Territorial risk
� “Network” risks
� Diffuse risks (routine risks, emerging risks)
Road risks hard to classify

Speculative risk through cost-benefit analyses
� Negotiation between urban quality and mobility
� Negotiation between territories
Complexity of management between territories, values,

scales…
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What is an accident?

If road risks are an implicit part of the layout decision-making
process, what is the nature of an accident?

� The result of an action by a “road delinquent”.
� The result of an "error"
The accident is produced by the environment, a consequence

of the normal behaviours in a space (Swedish vision zero)

Research on prototypical accident scenarios
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Integration in a process of analysis,
understanding and action
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The future of road safety research

Comparative approaches in various countries :
� technical and institutional analyses are indispensable
� Is there an effective professions ?
� Is RS Expertise able to perform analyses at different

levels ?
� expertise vs dilution of the tools and procedures

among institutions
Do elected people feel responsible for the accident

that has just occurred on their roads?
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